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"The best way to have your dreams come true is to be able to recognize when they
have arrived."   

Tuesday, December 3, 2019
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Stocks are trying to bounce back after yesterday's negative
-1% start to December and +18% jump in the VIX. The pullback in stock prices
follows a strong November that saw the S&P 500 climb +3.4%, the Dow gain
+3.9%, and the Nasdaq jump +4.5%. Some traders are chalking the losses up to
ongoing uncertainty surrounding U.S.-China trade negotiations and weaker than
expected U.S. manufacturing activity. At the same time, many analysts feel that
stocks were due for a pullback after the string of fresh all-time highs set over the
last few weeks. Regardless of the reason, the major indexes are still up by double-
digit percentages this year and on track for the biggest gains since 2013.
Contributing to the trade worries, China yesterday said they would soon be
releasing an "unreliable entity list" which is aimed at punishing businesses deemed
harmful to Chinese interests and the list reportedly includes several U.S.
corporations. Chinese officials first mentioned such a list back in October, saying at
the time that its release was dependent on trade negotiation progress. It's
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believed the threat is retaliation for Trump signing a bill supporting Hong Kong
protesters. Whether the latest tensions derail the negotiations remains an
unknown and perhaps it is only more noise. As for the bad U.S. economic data, the
ISM Manufacturing Index slipped to 48.1 in November, which is the fourth
consecutive read that places the sector in contraction territory. Stock bulls believe
this weakness will largely be erased with a successful U.S.-China trade deal. With
most U.S. data still painting an overall positive picture, it's tough to argue that the
economy is facing any major fundamental headwinds. Today's key economic data
will be November Vehicle Sales. Analysts are expecting 17 million total light
vehicles sold in November, up from October’s 16.5 million. November 2018 sales
totaled 17.4 million vehicles. Earnings of note today include Salesforce and
Randstad Holdings.

Cyber Monday Sales Soar to Record +$9 billion:  Shoppers rang up a record $9.2 billion online
yesterday, up 16.9% from a year ago, with people spending an estimated $11 million every minute
from 11 pm E.T. to midnight, according to Adobe Analytics. Yesterday was also the first day in history
where consumers spent over $3 billion, in a 24-hour window, via their smartphones. Yesterday's top
sellers online included “Frozen 2” Toys, LOL Surprise Dolls, NERF products, the Nintendo Switch,
Samsung TVs, Airpods, and air fryers, Adobe said. For the holiday season so far, or from Nov. 1
through Dec. 1, $72.1 billion has been spent online, Adobe said. Online sales for the entire holiday
season are forecast by the firm to hit $143.7 billion. (Source CNBC)

U.S. Mulls Tariffs on $2.4 Billion French Goods Over Digital Tax: The
U.S. proposed tariffs on roughly $2.4 billion in French products, in response
to a tax on digital revenues that hits large American tech companies
including Google, Apple Inc., Facebook Inc. and Amazon.com Inc. United
States Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer said the agency is also
exploring whether to open investigations into similar digital taxes by Austria,
Italy and Turkey. The tariffs would be imposed after a public comment period
concludes in early 2020. In the statement Monday, USTR said the proposed
action includes “additional duties of up to 100% on certain French products.”
The U.S. move is a setback for efforts to stop a conflict over digital tax from
intensifying. President Donald Trump and France’s Emmanuel Macron agreed
in August to try to find a compromise, but a 90-day deadline for talks expired
last week without a resolution. The French government says it’s urgent to
overhaul tax rules because the average tax rate for digital companies in the
European Union is only 9.5%, compared with 23.2% for other companies.
Other countries may follow suit - Italy’s government has said it will
implement a tax on digital revenues Jan. 1, and Boris Johnson‘s conservative
party, which leads the polls in the U.K. election, has committed to a digital
services tax. (Source: Bloomberg)

McDonald's is Testing a Southern-Style Chicken Sandwich: McDonald’s
is entering the chicken sandwich wars. The chain is testing a Crispy Chicken
Sandwich in Houston and Knoxville, Tennessee. The sandwich features a fried
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chicken filet served on a buttery potato roll, topped with butter and pickles. A
deluxe version also includes tomatoes, lettuce and mayo. The chain on
Sunday teased the test, which will run from Dec. 2 through Jan. 26,
according to a McDonald’s spokesperson. McDonald’s franchisees have asked
for a Southern-style chicken sandwich as Chick-fil-A’s threat to their business
grows. The board of the National Owners Association, an independent
franchisee group, wrote in an email in July that a chicken sandwich should be
their top priority. The chain has not tested anything similar to Chick-fil-A’s
chicken sandwich since 2018, when it tested the Ultimate Chicken Sandwich.
Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen, which is owned by Restaurant Brands
International, has seen great success with its own take on the chicken
sandwich. After selling out of the new item in a little more than two weeks in
August, the sandwich returned in early November. Thanks to the launch of
the sandwich, Popeyes had its best quarter in nearly two decades, reporting
U.S. same-store sales growth of more than 10%. Chick-fil-A’s chicken
sandwich has helped the chain become the nation’s third-largest restaurant
chain by sales, trailing only McDonald’s and Starbucks. McDonald’s has
roughly 14,000 restaurants in the U.S., while Chick-fil-A operated 1,989
stand-alone restaurants and 363 “licensed units.” Read more from CNBC.

Celebrities and CEOs Make a Lot of Money but Hedge-Fund Managers
Blow Them Both Away: In 2016 pop diva Taylor Swift sung her way to
$170 million in earnings to take the top spot on the Forbes Celebrity 100 list.
The year before that, Uber boss Dara Khosrowshahi took home $94.6 million
when he was serving as the chief executive at Expedia. As you can see from
this chart — and as you already knew — there are plenty of people making
plenty of money in show business and Corporate America. Disney’s Bob Iger
made $44.9 million, Oracle’s Mark Hurd pocketed $53 million... Howard
Stern, Kevin Hart, Lionel Messi, Adele, Rush Limbaugh, etc. Lots and lots of
money. But they've got nothing on the top hedge-fund managers. The chart
below provides some perspective on how much the powerbrokers of Wall
Street actually make. Citadel’s Ken Griffin and Renaissance Technologies’s
James Simons brought in $1.7 billion each in 2016, combining with the rest
of the top 25 earners across the hedge-fund industry to make about $13
billion that year. In the latest roundup, Bridgewater’s Ray Dalio took first
place with $2 billion, leaving Simons in second. How do these guys make so
much cash? Well, they typically earn 2% off assets under management and
20% off performance fees — or in Simons’s case, a whopping 5% and 44%.
Nice work, if you can get it. (Source: MarketWatch)
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WWW.FARMCON.COM
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Corn  bulls are pointing towards a U.S. harvest that continues to face significant
delays and leaves a lot of bushels still in the field. The USDA now estimates the
U.S. corn harvest is 89% complete vs. the 5-year average of 98% complete. Keep
in mind, North Dakota is just 36% harvested vs. 95% on average by this date.
Michigan and Wisconsin are both only 66% harvested. South Dakota is just 80%
harvested. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, and Ohio also still have some work
to do getting all the acres harvested. From what I understand, the USDA will again
be providing harvest updates next Monday... stay tuned! On the demand side of
the equation, weekly export inspections were a bit of a disappointment. The USDA
also reported October corn-for-ethanol use up from September to 436.8 million
bushels, but still down just over -5% from last year. October DDG production was
also up from the previous month, but overall down by about -6% from last year.
Bottom-line, demand bears continue to keep the reins on supply-side bulls and the
market keeps chopping around. As for South America, there's continued talk that
producers in Brazil might be itching to plant more second-crop corn acres,
especially if weather remains mostly cooperative. There are some weather hiccups
still brewing in Argentina that we will continue to monitor closely.  
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Soybean  bulls have now seen the last USDA harvest update which estimated the
crop 96% harvested vs. the 5-year average of 99% complete by this date.
Michigan and Wisconsin seem to be the furthest behind. Somewhat surprisingly,
Illinois, Nebraska, and South Dakota are all thought to be 100% harvested. The
market continues to heavily focus on U.S. and Chinese trade headlines. As each
day passes with no "official deal" the bulls seem content taking another small step
backward. Remember, if the trade negotiations continue to look as if they will be
strung out, U.S. exporters could lose their window-of-opportunity and South
American soybeans will be harvested and made available in the global export
market. Keep in mind, soybean prices have traded lower for eight consecutive
sessions and seem poised to test key technical support down at $8.65 in the
JAN20 contract. In fact, the trade has now shaved almost -$1.00 off the mid-
October highs. U.S. crush demand seems to remain strong with recent data
showing the full U.S. crush for October at 187.2 million bushels, up over +15%
from September and up +2% from last year. As for South America, weather in
Brazil seems mostly cooperative with the soybean crop around 85% planted, about
-10% behind its traditional pace. There are some weather concerns in Argentina,
but many farmers are starting to dump more of their old-crop supply on the
market trying to get ahead of the new taxes that look to be coming online from
the newly elected president. Net-net, South American headlines remain mostly a
non-event. Their weakening currencies continue to create headwinds for U.S.
exporters and President Trump noted that fact in recent comments saying he will
place tariffs on steel and aluminum imports from Brazil and Argentina. Justifying
the move saying those countries' weak currencies had made it harder for U.S. food
exports to compete.  As a spec, I dipped a small toe in the water taking a little
bullish bite on yesterday's break. As a producer, I'm staying patient believing
better cash pricing opportunities will appear on the road ahead.
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Wheat  bulls continue to talk about an extremely tight U.S. SRW wheat balance
sheet with some traders even penciling in a near negative carry. We also have
further downgrades to the Australian crop as their conditions continue to
deteriorate, production now about -35% below their recent decade average. There
was also talk and rumors of some small reductions in Russian export estimates.
We also have the bullish weather complications brewing in France. On the flip side,
bears are pointing to improved crop estimates out of India. And recent political
moves and comments from Washington that might, unfortunately, work to limit
some U.S. HRW wheat exports into South America. Bears argue that President
Trump talking about slapping tariffs on Argentina and Brazil might ruffle a few
feathers and cause them to look in a different direction for HRW wheat? I remain a
small spec spring wheat bull. As a producer, I like selling a small bit of SRW wheat.
I'm still in no hurry to price spring or HRW wheat.
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Cattle: Last week’s cash trade came in lighter on volume and 2.00-3.00/CWT
higher on price. The national totals hitting the weighted average reports was just
over 72,000 head and printed a price of 118.32/CWT on steers. This was versus a
106,000 head trade and 115.92/CWT price last week. Texas fell into the
confidentiality issue with USDA and did not print regional data as a result. As
discussed in the past, the confidentiality rules are in place to protect an
individual’s data from being isolated in theory. The Colorado reporting region has
been chronically in this state for some time. Texas just recently failed to meet the
standard this past week and seemingly for the first time in recent history. Cash
bulls are looking for Tyson’s newly re-opened KS beef plant to help support spot
prices and those who are less friendly would point to larger expected supplies
seasonally weaker demand going forward. The Rockies and Dakota’s received a
massive winter event from last week through this past weekend. Some farming
and cattle areas will certainly be impacted by production and logistical standpoint.
This storm did not negatively impact the larger cattle feeding regions and likely
won't gain and significant market reaction. The spot blended beef market declined
by less than 1.00/CWT last week. Interestingly, the comprehensive beef cutout
dropped nearly 4.00/CWT on a lighter week over week volume. Historically, we
would expect the beef to continue its decline in the first quarter of next year.
Futures are strong but concerning. The action remains no-doubt friendly with the
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charts intact and moving from lower left to upper right. The short-term shop has
some traders concerned the market is tired for now and due for a seasonal
setback. Bulls would point to non-commercial buying; open interest increases and
resilient intra-day rallies as evidence of further upside potential. Looking for a
potential steady to lower cash market this week and hopefully improved basis.
December's first notice day is just around the corner and a negative basis will
entice some to deliver against the Dec19 LC contract. Trey Warnock - Amarillo
Brokerage Company

 

 

> Chinese Pork Prices Rebound as Consumption Picks Up in Cold Weather:
China’s pork prices rose on Monday, the first meaningful rebound in more than a
month, as consumption increased with colder weather while supplies remained
short in the world’s top consumer of the meat.Prices have been volatile but
analysts say they could now be starting on an uptrend again as consumption will
rise during winter through to the Lunar New Year holiday in late January, when
meat consumption traditionally peaks. Chinese pork prices jumped in October to
almost three times the prior year’s level after millions of pigs died from African
swine fever over the past year. But after topping 52 yuan ($7.39) per kilogramme,
prices unexpectedly plunged -20% last month as consumers cut back on the pricy
meat and more supplies of frozen pork were released to the market. After high
pork prices pushed China’s consumer price index (CPI) up +3.8% in October, the
most in almost eight years, Beijing stepped in to keep prices in check, launching
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inspections of cold storage facilities and releasing pork from state reserves,
according to analysts. Analysts say that the inspection policy prompted cold
storage facilities to panic-sell their meat supplies, which added to the price fall.
Read more from Reuters.

> Trump, Citing U.S. Farmers, Reinstates Steel Tariffs on Brazil and
Argentina: President Donald Trump says he will reinstate tariffs on steel and
aluminum from Argentina and Brazil. Trump criticized the two countries for
devaluing their currencies to the detriment of U.S. farmers. The currency declines
in Brazil and Argentina have helped their ag exporters gain a big price advantage
over U.S. exporters. U.S. imports of Brazilian steel account for about four percent
of the 110 million tons consumed in the U.S. each year, according to Bloomberg.
Trump also called on the Federal Reserve to make another interest rate cut to
weaken the U.S. dollar. He said the strength of the dollar is making it hard for U.S.
manufacturers and farmers to fairly export their goods. (Source: Brownfield Ag
News)

> Bunge and BP Complete Biofuels Venture: British oil major BP Plc and U.S.
commodities trader Bunge Ltd announced on Monday the completion of a deal to
combine their sugar and ethanol operations in Brazil, creating the world’s second
largest cane processor. The 50-50 joint venture BP Bunge Bioenergia, which will
manage 11 plants in five Brazilian states with a total capacity to crush 32 million
tonnes of sugarcane per year, will rank only behind Raízen, the joint venture
between Royal Dutch Shell Plc and Brazilian energy group Cosan SA. The
completion of the deal allows both companies to put together staff and start to
plan jointly for the next Brazilian sugarcane season that starts in April. Brazil is
finishing processing for the current season, with most mills already ending their
cane crushing operations. (Source: Reuters)

> North America Bracing for French Fry Shortage: Potato processors are
rushing to buy supplies and ship them across North America in order to keep
French fries on the menu after cold, wet weather damaged crops in key producers
in the U.S. and Canada. Cool conditions started to hit growing regions in October,
lashing potatoes with frost. Farmers in Alberta and Idaho were able to dig up some
damaged crops for storage. But growers in Manitoba, North Dakota and Minnesota
received snow and rain, forcing them to abandon some supplies in fields. As the
wild weather hurt crops, an increase in fry-processing capacity in Canada has
boosted demand. The combination will lead to tight supplies, and it’s likely that
potato prices could climb this year across North America, Stephen Nicholson, a
senior grains and oilseeds analyst at Rabobank, said. International costs may also
rise as the U.S. won’t be able to export as much. The United Potato Growers of
Canada estimates about 12,000 Manitoba acres (about 4,900 hectares), or 18% of
the province’s planted area, were left unharvested -- equal to what was
abandoned for all of Canada last season.  The U.S. Department of Agriculture
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forecasts domestic output will drop 6.1% this year to the lowest since 2010.
(Source: Bloomberg)

> Facebook Launches Tool to Transfer Pics to Google Photos: Facebook has
launched a new tool that will allow users to quickly and easily transfer all the
photos they’ve posted on Facebook to their Google Photos account. The move is a
win for advocates who have long complained that Facebook tries to lock user data
into its platform. Though Facebook has long allowed users to download the data
they’ve posted, the tool is a first for the company in that it easily transfers your
data from one service to another. While Facebook’s tool currently only works with
Google Photos, it’s expected the tool will support more competing services in the
future. Facebook has also previously announced a similar tool is coming to
Instagram. However, Facebook users (or those who want to flee) shouldn’t get too
excited. The new tool is only launching in Ireland for now. In a blog post,
Facebook says “worldwide availability [of the tool is] planned for the first half of
2020.” (Source: Fast Company)  

> Florida High School Becomes First to Provide Synthetic Dissection
Frogs: Students at J.W. Mitchell High School in New Port Richey, Florida have
become the first in the world to use synthetic frogs for dissection. The high school
worked with SynDaver, a company which designs and builds "sophisticated and
synthetic humans and animals for surgical training, anatomy education and
medical device testing." The synthetic frogs are almost identical to real female
frogs, including their size, texture, skin, and organs (including reproductive
systems) which are made of synthetic wet tissues. Each costs $150, SynDaver
says. "In addition to eliminating the ethical concerns of sacrificing living animals to
teach comparative anatomy, SynFrog is a better option for students because it
does not expose them to hazardous chemicals, like formaldehyde and formalin,"
according to SynDaver. (Source: CNN) 

> Google Faces Another Antitrust Suit in EU: Google is facing another EU
probe about how it collects and uses data, months after receiving a $1.7 billion
antitrust fine. The search-and-advertising titan faces yet another antitrust
investigation after being slapped with three multibillion dollar fines in as many
years. The European Commission appears to be scrutinizing a broad swathe of
Google's data. The document seen by Reuters showed it was looking into data
relating to local search services, online advertising, online ad targeting services,
login services, web browsers and more. Google is currently appealing all three
fines the EU has thus far levied, which total $9.4 billion. The tech giant is also
facing intense antitrust scrutiny on the home front, with 50 state attorneys general
currently conducting an investigation into various facets of Google's business.
(Source: Business Insider)

> Every Book Warren Buffett has Recommended this Decade in his Annual
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Letters: If you want to be smarter and more successful, it’d be in your best
interest to take some advice from Warren Buffett. “Read 500 pages like this every
day,” the Berkshire Hathaway CEO told a group of MBA students at Columbia
Business School in 2000. “That’s how knowledge works. It builds up, like
compound interest. All of you can do it, but I guarantee not very many of you will
do it.” While Buffett has called out many titles on various occasions — at talks,
meetings and annual conferences — he has also recommended a handful in
several of his annual shareholder letters over the past 10 years. CNBC has
compiled a full list of those recommendations from the past decade HERE.  

> The Richest U.S. Counties Are Getting Even Richer: The billionaire
playgrounds of Jackson Hole and Aspen are getting richer, according to new
government data, which shows residents of these pricey ski resorts - along with
Manhattan - commanding the highest personal income in the U.S. Per-capita
income in Teton County, Wyoming, tops the list at almost $252,000 on average.
Home to the wealthy enclave of Jackson Hole - where Bill Gates purchased
“Buffalo Bill” Cody’s former ranch - is the only county to exceed $250,000 in data
going back to 1969. Pitkin County, Colorado, which includes Aspen and its
surrounding cities, has long lured millionaires and billionaires to its slopes. Some
of the business luminaries who have had financial stakes in the region include
Koch Industries’ Charles Koch and investor John Paulson. Pitkin ranks third among
U.S. counties in per-capita personal income, at $149,207, according to data from
2018 released earlier this month from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. Some
west Texas communities such as Midland and Glasscock counties, both part of the
booming Permian Basin oil-and gas-producing region, also fared well. Per-capita
income rose about +43% in Midland in the decade through 2018, BEA data show.
Across America, total personal income increased in 3,019 counties, or +97% of
the total, and decreased in just -2.9%, according to estimates released by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis. More details are available over at Bloomberg.
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Northeast South Dakota - There is corn that is not harvested in this area and at
this point, it's not going to be harvested in the near future. We got about 10
inches of snow, wind, and cold temperatures this past weekend. The snow will
melt relatively quickly as we push into the low to mid-thirties over the next few
days. Several neighbors banded together to get most of the corn off before the
snow on Friday. A lot of farmers were in the combines, grain carts, and trucks on
Thanksgiving to ensure their neighbors finished. Not everything got done but
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collectively we knocked a lot of corn out.

Central Illinois - Most of the corn is harvested and the yields were better than
expected. I don't think many guys will argue that fact. The fields that didn't get
harvested got twisted up by the 50 miles per hour wind over the weekend. I saw
several semis that were pushed into the ditch and a few turned over enclosed
trailers along the side of the highways. The corn that is still not harvested is now
either on the ground or a tangled damn mess. 

Southeast South Dakota - It's been a rough damn week and weekend. The wind
was blowing upward of 50 miles per hour and we got close to a foot of snow.
Flights out of this area were delayed. We could barely get out of our driveway and
down the road because of drifts. We are at least a week from harvesting and we
still have over 10,000 acres of corn to get done. Not to mention my guys are
heading home in just a few short weeks so I will be down 11-15 farm hands. If
guys are looking for a short amount of work in the second half of this month, we
definitely will have work for a dozen guys or more. Here are a few pictures of what
we are going through.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: What can you catch but not throw?

 

 
Vending King of Chicago... Luke Saunders CEO "Farmers Fridge"
Luke Saunders, whose mom nixed Dunkaroos in favor of kale decades before the
leafy green captured mainstream America's attention, decided that more options
for getting fresh food were needed. With that simple idea, Saunders created
"Farmers Fridge", and set up his first fresh food vending machine. The company
now has more than 400 farmer fresh vending machines located throughout the
U.S. in places like hospitals, universities, airports and office buildings. 

It's worth mentioning that even though the company is just six years old, Farmers
Fridge made Time Magazine's Top 100 Best Inventions, and Saunders was listed by
Fast Company as one of the most creative people in business this year. I love the
simplicity of the problem that Saunders identified... the three most convenient
food options for travelers in the United States, according to restaurant-trade
publication QSR, are Starbucks, Subway, and McDonald’s, presenting many
travelers with no choice other than fast food or a bag of Doritos from a vending
machine. But more importantly, I love the fact he took an idea from start to finish,
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having a plan and executing!

Now fresh food is only a vending machine away as Farmers Fridge prepares their
food in the company’s Chicago-based kitchen, and uses a predictive algorithm to
make sure each location is stocked to optimize demand and minimize waste before
they ship it overnight to ensure freshness. Interestingly, the company doesn't have
sell-by dates on their jars, but rather donate by, as all of the leftovers are sent to
local shelters.

Starting out they were primarily a salad company, but now Farmers Fridge is
offering heatable jars with things like mac and cheese, sandwiches, and soups,
and the prices are extremely reasonable, costing between $5 and $8 per item. In
September, the company raised another $30 million in a Series C round led by
former Google CEO Eric Schmidt's venture capital fund Innovation Endeavors,
bringing its total funding to $42 million, and they are moving into a new 50,000-
square-foot production facility on the South Side after outgrowing its 8,000-
square-foot kitchen in the West Loop. It's a great success story that started by
simply identifying a problem and staying laser-focused on a solution. 

On a side note, I know the company that makes the vending machines and have
them coming to our FARMCON conference in January. I will be happy to introduce
everyone. I suspect some of us need to consider this option of going directly from
the farm to the urban communities. Interesting stuff... (Source: Fastcompany,
americaninno, chicago business, ecowatch)
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People Trampled, Pacer No More, and The Wall ... A Look Back 40 Years
Ago!
It was on this day in 1979 that eleven people were killed in a stampede outside a
Who concert in Cincinnati, Ohio. The general-admission ticketing policy for rock
concerts at Cincinnati’s Riverfront Coliseum in the 1970s was known as “festival
seating.” That term and that ticketing policy would become infamous in the wake
of one of the deadliest rock-concert incidents in history. Eleven people, including
three high-school students, were killed on December 3, 1979, when a crowd of
general-admission ticket-holders to a Cincinnati Who concert surged forward in an
attempt to enter Riverfront Coliseum and secure prime unreserved seats inside.
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Festival seating had already been eliminated at many similar venues in the United
States by 1979, yet the system remained in place at Riverfront Coliseum despite a
dangerous incident at a Led Zeppelin show two years earlier. That day, 60 would-
be concertgoers were arrested, and dozens more injured, when the crowd outside
the venue surged up against the Coliseum’s locked glass doors.

In the early evening hours of December 3, 1979, those same doors stood locked
before a restless and growing crowd of Who fans. That evening’s concert was
scheduled to begin at 8:00 pm, but ticket-holders had begun to gather outside the
Coliseum shortly after noon, and by 3:00 pm, police had been called in to maintain
order as the crowd swelled into the thousands. By 7:00 pm, an estimated 8,000
ticket-holders were jostling for position in a plaza at the Coliseum’s west gate, and
the crowd began to press forward. When a police lieutenant on the scene tried to
convince the show’s promoters to open the locked glass doors at the west gate
entrance, he was told that there were not enough ticket-takers on duty inside, and
that union rules prevented them from recruiting ushers to perform that duty. At
approximately 7:20, the crowd surged forward powerfully as one set of glass doors
shattered and the others were thrown open.

With Coliseum security nowhere in sight, the police on hand were aware almost
immediately that the situation had the potential for disaster, yet they were
physically unable to slow the stream of people flowing through the plaza for at
least the next 15 minutes. At approximately 7:45 pm, they began to work their
way into the crowd, where they found the first of what would eventually turn out
to be 11 concert-goers lying on the ground, dead from asphyxiation.

Afraid of how the crowd might react to a cancellation, Cincinnati fire officials
instructed the promoters to go on with the show, and the members of the Who
were not told what had happened until after completing their final encore hours
later.

In the aftermath of the tragedy, the City of Cincinnati banned festival seating at its
concert venues. That ban was overturned, however, 24 years later, and improved
crowd-control procedures have thus far prevented a reoccurrence of any such
incident. Below are some interesting events from 1979. (Source: History.Com:
Wiki)
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1979 Economic Numbers & Data - Inflation is running at over +11%;
Interest rates at banks are +15%; The Dow Jones Industrial Average
is trading at around 800; Average income per American is about
$17,500; Average cost of a new home is around $55,000; Average
price per gallon of gasoline is around $0.80 cents; a new Toyota
Corolla costs about $3,600 a Mercury Cougar about $6,000.  

Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident - The Three Mile Island accident was
a partial meltdown of reactor number 2 of Three Mile Island Nuclear
Generating Station (TMI-2) in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, near
Harrisburg, and subsequent radiation leak that occurred on March 28, 1979.
It was the most significant accident in U.S. commercial nuclear power plant
history. Cleanup started in August 1979, and officially ended in December
1993, with a total cleanup cost of about $1 billion.
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ESPN Launches on Cable Television - The ESPN (Entertainment and
Sports Programming Network) television network is launched on cable
television at 7pm Eastern Time on September 7th, 1979. The network was
created by Bill and Scott Rasmussen along with Ed Eagan as a channel
dedicated to true sports fans. Within a year the network became a 24/7
television service and within a few more years it gained rights to broadcast
games for the NBA. ESPN was soon purchased by ABC in 1984 and it
blossomed into the powerhouse network it has become today, a popular
source for sports news and exclusive sports events.
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China Institutes the One Child per Family Rule - China's one-child policy
was part of a birth planning program designed to control the size of its
population. It was introduced in 1979 (after a decade-long two-child policy),
modified beginning in the mid-1980s to allow rural parents a second child if
the first was a daughter, and then lasted three more decades before being
eliminated at the end of 2015. To enforce existing birth limits (of one or two
children), provincial governments could, and did, require the use of
contraception, sterilizations and abortions to ensure compliance and imposed
enormous fines for violations. A recent demographic study estimates that
more than 500 million births were prevented between 1970 and 2015, some
400 million of which may have been due to one-child restrictions
implemented in 1979. In addition, they estimate by 2060 China's birth
planning policies may have averted as many as 1 billion people in China
when one adds in all the eliminated descendants of the births originally
averted by the policies.
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General Knowledge Quiz Game "Trivial Pursuit" Launched - The game
was created on December 15, 1979 in Montreal by Canadian Chris Haney, a
photo editor for Montreal's The Gazette, and Scott Abbott, a sports editor for
The Canadian Press. After finding pieces of their Scrabble game missing, they
decided to create their own game. In North America, the game's popularity
peaked in 1984, a year in which over 20,000 sets were sold. in 2008 Hasbro
bought the full rights, for US$80 million.
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Iran Hostage Crisis - 63 Americans are taken hostage in the American
Embassy in Tehran. The Iranian Revolution comes to an end in February of
1979 when Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini returns to power after being in exile
for about fifteen years. Khomeini had been exiled for his opposition to the
Shah’s land reforms and attempts to modernize and Westernize the country
in the 1960s. Khomeini returned not long after Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi was forced to flee the country. Shah Reza Pahlavi had been in power
since 1941. Khomeini’s first orders were to expel all foreigners from Iran,
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forcing over 1,000 U.S. State Department workers to leave the country. He
also wanted to return the government’s focus to creating a country that
followed the principles of Islam and shunned outside interference and
Westernization.
 

Last AMC Pacer Rolls Off the Assembly Line at the American Motors
Corporation (AMC) factory in Kenosha, Wisconsin. When the car first came on
the market in 1975, it was a sensation, hailed as the car of the future.
Despite (or perhaps because of) its bad reputation, the Pacer has also earned
a spot in pop-culture history. A 1976 Pacer–robin’s-egg blue, with flames
painted on the front fenders–starred in the 1992 film “Wayne’s World” and in
the accompanying video for the old Queen song “Bohemian Rhapsody.” More
recently, the rapper Eminem featured a late-model Pacer in the music video
for his 2000 hit “The Real Slim Shady.” 
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Sony Releases the Walkman - The original Walkman, released in 1979,
was a portable cassette player that changed listening habits by allowing
people to listen to music of their choice on the move. Though Sony predicted
it would sell about 5,000 units a month, it sold more than 50,000 in the first
two months.
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Michael Jackson releases "Off the Wall" which was his first solo album
and established him as a serious and adult artist, in sharp contrast to his
previous bubblegum pop image and sound that he had as a part of the
Jackson 5. This album was the first solo album to produce four top ten hits
including "Don't Stop 'til You Get Enough" and "Rock With You."
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Pink Floyd release "The Wall" - This is considered a rock opera that
explores Pink, a jaded rockstar whose eventual self-imposed isolation from
society is symbolized by a wall. The album was a commercial success,
topping the US charts for 15 weeks. It initially received mixed reviews from
critics, many of whom found it overblown and pretentious, but later came to
be considered one of the greatest albums of all time. Bassist Roger Waters
conceived The Wall during Pink Floyd's 1977 In The Flesh tour, modeling the
character of Pink after himself and former bandmate Syd Barrett. Recording
spanned from December 1978 to November 1979. Three hit singles were
issued from the album: "Another Brick in the Wall, Part 2" (the band's only
US number-one single), "Run Like Hell", and "Comfortably Numb". Click
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HERE to listen to one of the world's all-time greatest guitar players!
 

 

ANSWER to riddle: A cold.
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Sponsored by AgSwag
Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium
selection in the swag space?

AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands
such as: Branded Bills, Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and
Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era, Nike, North Face, Pacific
Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more

Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners.
When used properly in a well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can
dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition, client churn and
retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump
family believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.

AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner
with “best-of-practice” and like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-on-
investment” by designing and helping to implement a well thought out
corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online
companies that offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or t-
shirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection, design, implementation, and service!
Click HERE to learn more!

Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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